INTRODUCTION
The remote field eddy current (RFEC) effect was first observed when an alternating current was applied to a coil inside a metallic pipe. It is characterized by the energy released from an excitation coil which propagates twice through the tube/pipe wall under inspection before it reaches the pick-up coils/sensors located 2-3 diameters away from the excitation. This technique is routinely used for metallic tube inspection. Distinguishing features include high and equal sensitivity to both OD and ID defects, independence of phase signals to lift-off, approximately linear signal phase to thickness relationship, no restriction with regard to penetration depth, and detection depending on signal-to-noise ratio only. There are also some disadvantages associated with the RFEC technique, primarily, high power requirements and large separation distances between the excitation and sensor coils.
Studies have shown [1], [2] that RFEC effect is a diffusion process that can occur under different physical conditions. For example, the RFEC effect is observed, using finite element (FE) modeling, under a condition of pulsed excitation [3] , [4] . It is expected that pulsed RFEC excitation may provide new features which can be used to overcome inherent shortcomings of the current RFEC technique. Those shortcomings include relatively high power requirement, low level of sensor signals, and lack of information for defect location relating to wall thickness. The literature has yet to reveal reports on any detailed study of the pulsed RFEC. The underlying physics and the parameter relationships of pulsed RFEC effect remain unclear. This study is the first step towards a full understanding of the effect and begins to explore potential applications. using time sequences. Pulse response signals for different pulse waves and wall conditions, as well as different defects are also shown.
MODELING PULSED RFEC PHENOMENA
A schematic drawing of the modeled object geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . An axisymmetric FE code with first order quadrilateral elements is used for modeling the spatial distribution of the RFEC fields . The Crank-Nicholson scheme of finite different method is employed for simulating the field variation with time. Using these methods, the following simulation tasks have been accomplished: (1) the signal transmission processes due to a single pulse excitation in a carbon steel tube without defect and with an OD defect; (2) sensor location effect; (3) pulse waveform effect; (4) wall thickness effect; and (5) defect parameter effect. The results of these simulations are discussed in the following sections.
SIGNAL TRANSIMISSION PROCESSES
The outer diameter (OD) of the modeled tube is 32 mm and its wall thickness is 2.6 mm. We assume that the tube wall material has a linear B-H relationship with a relative permeability of 100 and the conductivity of 6x10 6 (QMrt . The pulse has the shape of a half sinusoidal wave and its duration is 0.24 mS. Six hundred time steps have been carried out in the simulation with a 0 .0 I mS time interval between evaluations. The field flux lines at typical time moments are illustrated in Fig. 2 (for the defect free case) and Fig. 3 (for a case with an OD defect). The following remarks can made from these two figures:
Similarities to the Conventional RFEC Effect 1. There are two paths of signal/energy transmission: the direct coupling path, which is from the excitation coil to the sensor; and the indirect coupling path, which is from the excitation coil going out through the tube wall, then going down the tube exterior and finally coming back through the tube wall to the sensor in a remote field region. 2. Signal attenuates rapidly along the direct coupling path, therefore, the signal picked up by the sensor represents the field coming through the tube wall along the indirect coupling path. 3 . Similar to what we have seen previously [5] , at beginning of the transit process there is a rapid expansion of the flux lines around the excitation coil and slow penetration of the flux lines through the tube wall . Then, we see little propagation of the field front on the direct coupling path, while the flux lines spread out quickly along the tube OD, penetrating from the OD to the ID of the
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Differences from the Conventional RFEC Effect 1. In stead of measuring phase response as is done for conventional RFEC, signal transmission time or time delay can be a used to represent the signal characteristics in the time domain analysis. A suggested definition of the parameter .1t, signal time delay, is provided in Fig. 5 . Frequency domain analysis is also a means to extract information, but it is out of the scope of this paper. 2. As previously demonstrated in a conventional RFEC field plot [I], [2] , the transition zone between the near field and the remote field is a fixed area for a given probe geometry and tube wall. This is no longer true in the pulse RFEC fields. We notice that when a pulse stops, the near field starts to shrink, while the remote field expands towards the excitation coil. During a pulse and shortly after the pulse stops, a sensor placed close to the excitation coil, e.g., the sensor #1 in Fig. 1 , senses near field variations, however, it senses remote field variations at a certain time after the pulse stops.
SENSOR LOCATION EFFECT
The signals received by the three sensors indicated in Fig. I are shown in Fig. 4 . Two parameters: .1V, signal magnitude, and .1t, signal time delay, from the signals are taken to characterize a signal. The definitions of the parameters are given in Fig. 5 . Some simulation data related to signal to sensor location relationship are given in Table I . 
